Abstract-Signal processing on graphs finds applications in many areas. In recent years, renewed interest on this topic was kindled by two groups of researchers. Narang and Ortega constructed two-channel filter banks on bipartitie graphs described by Laplacians. Sandryhaila and Moura developed the theory of linear systems, filtering, and frequency responses for the case of graphs with arbitrary adjacency matrices, and showed applications in signal compression, prediction, etc. Inspired by these contributions, this paper extends classical multirate signal processing ideas to graphs. The graphs are assumed to be general with a possibly nonsymmetric and complex adjacency matrix. The paper revisits ideas, such as noble identities, aliasing, and polyphase decompositions in graph multirate systems. Drawing such a parallel to classical systems allows one to design filter banks with polynomial filters, with lower complexity than arbitrary graph filters. It is shown that the extension of classical multirate theory to graphs is nontrivial, and requires certain mathematical restrictions on the graph. Thus, classical noble identities cannot be taken for granted. Similarly, one cannot claim that the so-called delay chain system is a perfect reconstruction system (as in classical filter banks). It will also be shown that M -partite extensions of the bipartite filter bank results will not work for M -channel filter banks, but a more restrictive condition called M -block cyclic property should be imposed. Such graphs are studied in detail. A detailed theory for M -channel filter banks is developed in a companion paper.
how two-channel filter banks can be constructed on graphs, and went on to develop elegant techniques for the design of down-sampled, two-channel perfect reconstruction filter banks on bipartitie graphs. These results were developed for graphs that have a real, symmetric adjacency matrix, and all results were based on the graph Laplacian.
An independent development of graph signal processing was advanced by Sandryhaila and Moura [5] , [6] , [13] , wherein the graph adjacency matrix A was allowed to be arbitrary-possibly non-symmetric (and complex) that allows for directed graphs in the development. By proposing that the adjacency matrix can be regarded as a graph-shift operator, a beautiful extension of the basic concepts of linear shift invariant systems on graphs was developed in [5] , giving rise to insightful notions such as filtering and frequency responses on graphs. Many applications of such elegant theory were delineated, such as linear prediction, data compression, and classification. Further extensions of these results were also developed in [14] [15] [16] [17] .
Multirate analysis for graph signals has been of interest in recent years. Studies in [18] [19] [20] mainly focus on circulant graphs and analyze two-channel decomposition of graph signals. Multirate decomposition can be achieved by iterative application of 2-channel systems. The study in [21] proposes to combine decimators and filters for construction of a filter bank on a graph. Motivated by Haar filter banks in the classical theory, a graph filter bank is developed using the partitions of the graph.
Inspired by the pioneering contributions of [5] and [8] , this paper and the companion work [22] extend many of the basic concepts of classical multirate signal processing and filter bank theory to graphs. In this paper (Part I) we develop the equivalent of fundamental ideas such as noble identities, aliasing, and polyphase decompositions in graph multirate systems. A detailed general theory for M -channel filter banks is then developed in the companion paper [22] . The graphs are assumed to be very general as in [5] , with a possibly non-symmetric and complex adjacency matrix.
In the context of graph signal processing a linear filter is just a square matrix. By a cascade of such matrices one can trivially construct a graph filter bank. Problems with this approach and reasons why we focus on polynomial filters are detailed in in Sec. III. We will see in these papers that the extension of classical multirate signal processing theory to graphs is nontrivial, and requires certain mathematical restrictions on the graph adjacency matrix A. While some of the results of classical filter bank theory extend easily, some of the deeper results unfold a lot of surprises-some extend and some do not extend to the case of graphs. For example, the classical noble identities [23] cannot be taken for granted, and require some restrictions on the graph matrix A. Similarly, one cannot take it for granted that the delay chain system [23] is a perfect reconstruction filter bank (an easily proved result in the case of classical filter banks). It will also be shown that M -partite extensions of the bipartite results in [8] will not in general work for M channel filter banks, but a more restrictive condition called M -block cyclic property should be imposed on the graph. While a number of results in this and the companion paper require this property, there are ways to relax it as explained in Sec. VII of the companion paper [22] , and also in specific theorem statements. A detailed outline of this paper is given below, and an outline of the companion paper can be found in Sec. I of [22] .
While dealing with graphs, we often make comparisons with conventional multirate systems and filter banks defined in the time domain [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] . On rare occasions we also make comparisons with systems defined in the cyclic (periodic) time domain that is equivalent to a graph with a specific cyclic adjacency matrix (Eq. (12) in [13] ). These systems defined in the timedomain (or cyclical time domain on occasions) will be referred to as "classical" systems, "classical" filter banks, and so forth.
A. Scope and Outline
After introducing the canonical downsampling and upsampling operators on graphs, we begin with a study of noble identities. These identities are known to be important in theoretical developments and practical implementations of classical multirate systems [23] , [27] . For the case of graphs we will show in Sec. II-B that the noble identities make sense only for graphs with a certain specific structure on the adjacency matrix (Theorems 1 and 2). We then show in Sec. II-C that the delay chain filter bank (or the lazy filter bank) does not in general have perfect reconstruction property for arbitrary graphs. We introduce Type-1 and Type-2 polyphase representation of polynomial filters in Sec. II-D. Section III discusses how one can trivially construct a graph filter bank, and motivates the use of polynomial filters. In order to extend the results for bipartite graphs on 2-channel systems to M -channels, one may propose to use M -partite graphs rather than bipartite graphs. In Sec. IV we briefly discuss that such a generalization is not useful. Section V introduces M -block cyclic graphs that are important for many of the later developments in this and the companion paper [22] . The eigenstructure of M -block cyclic graphs, which forms the foundation for many of these results, is developed in Sec. VI (Theorem 5). Many of the results developed in this and the companion paper [22] are therefore valid only for graphs that satisfy either the M -block cyclic property or the eigenvector structure of M -block cyclic graphs. In [22, Sec. VII] we also discuss how this restriction can be removed, and what the price paid is.
The concepts of spectrum folding and aliasing are developed in Sec. VII for graphs that have an eigenvector structure similar to those of M -block cyclic graphs. These will be used later to develop perfect reconstruction filter banks in [22] .
Section VIII embarks on a study of three related properties of linear systems on graphs: namely the polynomial property, the shift invariance property, and the so-called alias-free property. While these properties are identical in classical signal processing theory, such is not the case on graphs. Some of these interrelations were developed in [5] , but Sec. VIII goes deeper and establishes the complete picture. This will be useful for obtaining a deeper understanding of alias-free maximally decimated M -channel graph filter banks in [22] . Preliminary conference versions have appeared in [29] , [30] .
B. Notation
The set of column vectors of size N with complex valued elements is denoted by C N . The set of N × M matrices with complex valued elements is denoted by C N ×M . The set of square matrices with size N is denoted by M N . For a matrix A the conjugate transpose is given by A * , and the transpose is given by A T . The column vector of size N with all 1 entries is denoted by 1 N . For the standard basis, k th vector is denoted by e k , that is, e k has zero elements except for the k th index where it has 1. Identity and zero matrix of size N × N are denoted by I N and 0 N , respectively.
We will use ⊗ to denote the Kronecker product with the following definition
where A ∈ C N ×M and B ∈ C P ×Q . Given a graph, A represents the adjacency matrix of the graph. We often refer to a graph with adjacency matrix A as "graph A" for convenience. Throughout the paper, N denotes the size of the graph and length of the signal and M denotes the decimation ratio or the number of filters in a graph filter bank, according to context. Hence, A ∈ M N . The (i, j) th block of the adjacency matrix A is denoted by (A) i,j and (v) i denotes the (i) th block of the vector v. Throughout the paper, when it is not indicated, it should be clear that (A) i,j ∈ M N /M and (v) i ∈ C N /M . Otherwise, they are clearly indicated to have the specified sizes. For a vector x ∈ C N , diag(x) ∈ M N is a diagonal matrix with elements of x being on the diagonal. The cyclic permutation matrix of size N is denoted by C N , and it is defined as:
C. Review of DSP on Graphs
We will follow the construction presented in [5] , [13] . Let x ∈ C N be a signal on a graph with adjacency matrix A. We will assume that the graph is known a priori. The i th vertex in this graph is supposed to produce the i th element of the signal x. The (i, j) th element of the adjacency matrix, a i,j , denotes the weight of the edge from the j th vertex to the i th vertex. When a i,j = 0, it means that there is no edge. We consider the general case and allow a i,j to be different from a j,i . When this happens, the graph is called directed, or digraph. We do not assume anything on a i,j , and they are allowed to be complex.
In DSP on graphs, the adjacency matrix of the graph of interest is considered to be the unit shift operator for a signal on the graph [5] . Namely, let x be a signal on a graph with the adjacency matrix A. Then the signal y computed as
is called as the unit shifted version of x. We also would like to indicate that the adjacency matrix is not the only choice for the shift operator in general. The study in [31] proposes alternative definitions for the shift operator. Nevertheless, for simplicity, we will stick with the adjacency matrix as done in [5] , [13] . In general, any square matrix of size N , H ∈ M N , is considered as a linear graph filter on the graph. When we have y = Hx, we call y as the filtered version of the signal x. In this study, we are interested in a special type of linear filters, namely polynomial filters, which are defined as follows.
Definition 1 (Polynomial filters [5] , [32] ): A linear system H on a graph A is said to be a polynomial filter if
for a set of h k ∈ C. Here L is called the order of the filter. ♦ We can assume without loss of generality that L < N. This is because, according to Cayley-Hamiltion theorem, powers A k for k ≥ N can be expressed as linear combinations of smaller powers [33] . 1 For a graph with the adjacency matrix A, let the following denote the Jordan decomposition [5] , [33] of the adjacency matrix
where V is composed of the (generalized) eigenvectors of the adjacency matrix and J is the Jordan normal form of A. When A is diagonalizable, (5) reduces to the following form
for some diagonal Λ consisting of the eigenvalues and some invertible square matrix V consisting of the eigenvectors of the adjacency matrix. When A has distinct eigenvalues, it is necessarily diagonalizable, but not vice versa. Using the Jordan decomposition in (5), we then have the following definitions.
Definition 2 (Graph Fourier transform [5] , [13] ): Let x be a signal on a graph with the adjacency matrix A. Then the graph Fourier transform of x on the graph A is given by
where V has the (generalized) eigenvectors of A as in (5) . ♦ Definition 3 (Frequency domain operation): Let H be a linear filter on a graph with the adjacency matrix A. Then the frequency domain operator corresponding to H is defined by
where V has the (generalized) eigenvectors of A as in (5 
A. Downsampling and Upsampling Operations
One of the most essential building blocks for multirate signal processing is the decimation operation [23] . In the graph signal processing, we will assume that this operator retains N/M samples of the original graph signal x that has N samples. It will be assumed that M is a divisor of N . Since the numbering of the graph vertices is flexible [5] , [34] , we will assume, without loss of generality, that the first N/M samples of x are retained by the decimator. Thus the graph decimation operator is defined as:
Definition 4 (Canonical Decimator): The M -fold graph decimation operator is defined by the matrix
Given a graph signal x, decimated graph signal is then denoted as Dx. ♦ We refer to D as canonical decimator with decimation ratio M . This is a mapping from N dimensional complex space to N/M dimensional complex space. Similar definitions for the decimator operator have been introduced in the literature [8] , [9] , [16] , [35] .
Next, the upsampling operation U ∈ C N ×(N /M ) is a mapping from N/M dimensional complex space to N dimensional complex space. Once we define the downsampling, we cannot arbitrarly select the upsampling operator, they should be consistent with each other. In general, downsample-then-upsample is a lossy operation. Contrary to that, upsample-then-downsample operator is expected to be equal to identity. That is to say
For a given D, the right inverse U is not unique. When we look for the minimum norm solution, we get
assuming that D has full row rank. This result reduces to
for the decimator operator defined in (9) . Hence, the corresponding uniform upsampler with expansion ratio M is defined by the matrix D T . This operation merely inserts blocks of zeros, analogous to conventional expanders [23] , [24] .
With this selection of the upsampler, we have the following equalities for upsample-then-downsample and downsample-then-upsample operations:
respectively, where zero blocks have appropriate sizes. In the following, our result will be based on the simple canonical D defined in (9) . More generally, decimator can be selected as an arbitrary (N/M ) × N matrix with full row-rank. Such a definition provides an extension to the results presented in the following sections and allows us to remove some of the restrictions on the adjacency matrix. These details are elaborated in [22, Sec. VII].
B. The Noble Identities
In classical signal processing, we have the first noble identity described in Fig. 1(a) , where H(z) denotes the transfer function of an LTI filter [23] . For graph signals, it is possible to obtain a similar result under some conditions on the graph. The result is given in Fig. 1 (b) and requires some explanation.
In the classical case, the unit delay z −1 has the same meaning for both the original and the decimated signals. But for graph signals, the elementary shift operator should match size of the signal. Since the decimated signal has length N/M , we need to define a different shift operator for the decimated signal. The matrixĀ in the figure denotes this adjusted shift operator.
With the adjusted shift operator for the decimated signal, we have the following form of the first noble identity for graph signals:
This is shown schematically in Fig. 1(b) . It is important to notice that the required adjusted shift operatorĀ that satisfies the noble identity in (14) may not exist in general. In the following we will provide the sufficient and necessary condition on A so that an adjusted shift operator exists and satisfies (14) .
Theorem 1 (The first noble identity):
Let the decimator D be as in (9) . If the noble identity (14) is satisfied by a graph A for all polynomial filters H(·) for someĀ, then A M has to have the form
where
, and furthermorē i.e.,Ā = (A M ) 1,1 . Conversely if A M andĀ have the above form, then noble identity (14) holds for all polynomial filters. In short, (14) holds for all polynomial filters if and only if both (15) and (16) 
which provesĀ = (A M ) 1,1 and (A M ) 1,2 = 0 indeed. Thus (14) implies (15) and (16) .
Conversely assume the form (15) and the relation (16) are true. First observe that when (15) holds, we have
for all k 0. This is equivalent to (17) , as seen by substituting from (15) and (9). Thus (15) and the relation (16) imply the noble identity (14) indeed. The second noble identity in classical signal processing [23] is described schematically in Fig. 2(a) . For graph signals, the analogous identity would be as in Fig. 2(b) , where input and output are called as lower and higher rate signal, respectively. Let A denote the adjusted shift operator for the lower rate signal in the second noble identity. We have the following form of the second noble identity for graph signals.
Theorem 2 (The second noble identity): If the noble identity (21) is satisfied by a graph A for all polynomial filters H(·) for some A, then A M has to have the form
, and furthermore
i.e., A = (A M ) 1,1 . Conversely if A M and A have the above form, then noble identity (21) holds for all polynomial filters. In short, (21) holds for all polynomial filters if and only if both (22) and (23) 
(·). This implies in particular
for all k 0. Now consider the partitioned form in (18) . Setting k = 1 in (24) and using the form of D T in (12), we get
which shows that if (21) has to be true for all polynomial filters, then A = (A M ) 1,1 and (A M ) 2,1 = 0. Conversely, suppose the form (22)) and the relation (23) are
But this is equivalent to (24) as seen by substituting from (22) and (9) . So (21) holds for all polynomials H(·) indeed.
Combining the preceding two theorems we get Theorem 3 (The noble identities): For a graph A, the two noble identities
are simultaneously satisfied for all polynomial filters H(·) if and only if the following two equations are satisfied: A M has the form
clear that an arbitrary graph may not satisfy the condition in (28) . Specific examples of graphs that meet, or do not meet, the condition of Theorem 3 will be presented in Sections IV and V.
C. Lazy Graph Filter Banks
An important theoretical example of a maximally decimated filter bank in classical signal processing is the M -channel delaychain filter bank, also known as the lazy filter bank, shown in Fig. 3(a) . This is a perfect reconstruction system [23] , and serves as a starting point for developing more useful filter bank systems. Such a development is typically based on the use of polyphase representations and noble identities [23] . We have already developed noble identities for graph signals above. In the following subsection we will develop polyphase representations for graph filters and in [22, Sec. V] we shall develop graph filter banks. In the present subsection we consider the graph equivalent of the lazy filter bank shown in Fig. 3(b) . In this system the graph 
For the classical lazy filter bank we have
, and it is a perfect reconstruction system. Similarly, we say that the lazy graph filter bank has perfect recon-
This will be referred to as the lazy FB PR condition. We will return to more general filter banks on graphs, along with the theory of perfect reconstruction and alias cancellation in [22, Sec. II-V].
D. Polyphase Implementation of Decimation and Interpolation Filters
A useful tool in multirate signal processing is the polyphase representation of linear time-invariant filters [23] , [24] , [27] . Similar to the classical case, for a given polynomial graph filter, we can write Type-1 polyphase decomposition of the filter as follows:
and Type-2 polyphase decomposition as follows:
Notice that there is no assumption on the structure of the adjacency matrix, hence any polynomial filter on any graph (c) Simplification of (b) using the first noble identity (26) . The decimation matrix D is as in (9) with decimation ratio M . Implementation in (b) exists without any restriction on the adjacency matrix. However, A should satisfy (15) in order to utilize the first noble identity for the implementation in (c). (c) Simplification of (b) using the second noble identity (27) . The expansion matrix D T with expansion ratio M is transpose of D, which is in (9) . Implementation in (b) exists without any restriction on the adjacency matrix. However, A should satisfy (22) in order to utilize the second noble identity for the implementation in (c). has a polyphase representation. As in the classical theory [23] , Type-1 and Type-2 polyphase components are related as Fig. 4 (a) shows a graph filter followed by a graph decimator on A. This is called a decimation filter, in analogy with classical theory. Similarly the system in Fig. 5(a) is called an interpolation filter. For graphs that satisfy the conditions of the noble identities (28), these filters can be implemented in simplified form using the polyphase representation as shown next.
Let T (A) denote the overall response of the system in Fig. 4(a) . Then we can write it as:
where we use the fact that E k (A M ) and A commute since E k is a polynomial in A, hence it is shift invariant (see Sec. VIII). We then utilize the noble identity in (26) to get the final result. The adjusted shift operator given in (29) is denoted byĀ. Fig. 4(b) and Fig. 4(c) schematically show the steps in (34) .
Complementary to (34), upsampling followed by a filtering operation can be implemented via Type-2 polyphase decomposition of the filter. Namely, let T (A) denote the overall response of the system in Fig. 5(a) . Then we can write it as:
where we use the fact that R k (A M ) and A commute since R k is a polynomial in A, hence it is shift invariant (see Sec. VIII). We then utilize the noble identity in (27) to get the final result. We will use polyphase implementation of decimation and interpolation filters when we develop polyphase implementation of filter banks in [22, Sec. V].
III. GRAPH FILTER BANKS AND POLYNOMIAL FILTERS
The ultimate goal in this paper and the companion paper [22] is to develop a theory of analysis/synthesis filter banks for graphs with properties such as perfect reconstruction, alias cancellation, and so forth. Fig. 6 shows such a filter bank for a signal x ∈ C N defined on the graph A. Here each analysis filter H k is an N × N matrix, and the decimator D is as defined in Sec. II. Since there are M analysis filters and each decimator retains N/M samples, this constitutes a maximally decimated analysis bank. The expanders D T (defined as in Sec. II-A) are followed by synthesis filters F k , which are also N × N matrices. When the filters and decimators are cascaded, the maximally decimated analysis bank can clearly be defined by the M matrices {DH 0 , DH 1 , . . . , DH M −1 } where
Similarly, the expander and the synthesis filters can be lumped into one matrix
. Therefore, the entire analysis bank, H anl , and the synthesis bank, F syn , are just N × N matrices as follows:
Thus, perfect reconstruction property is equivalent to having F syn H anl = I, so that as long as H anl has full rank, we can find synthesis filters for perfect reconstruction. But there are practical difficulties in taking this "brute force" approach with "unconstrained" filter matrices. The complexity of the analysis bank (including decimators) is N 2 multiplications, and so is the complexity of the synthesis bank. For large graphs (large N ), this complexity can be impractical.
In parallel to the classical case, we can force the filters, {H k , F k }, to be polynomial in A as given in (4). This construction is also used in [5] , [8] , [32] . The advantage is that the graph filters can now be implemented as in Fig. 7 , where L is the polynomial degree, and the scalars h k (n) are the coefficients of the k th filter. This implementation is especially attractive when A is sparse and has simple entries like 0, 1, −1, etc., as in many practical graphs (e.g., the Minnesotta road graph in [8] , [36] ). In this case the implementation of the matrix multipliers A has negligible complexity since they only require additions. Therefore an order L polynomial requires only LN multiplications (the coefficients h k (i)I) compared to the N 2 multipliers in the case of unconstrained filters. This is a significant saving when L N . Another important point is that, as discussed in [32] , [37] , an order L polynomial is L-hop localized on the graph, hence, it can be implemented at each node locally via L message passings between neighbors.
IV. RELATIONS TO M -PARTITE GRAPHS
From Theorem 1 and 2, it is clear that some structure on the adjacency matrix is required in order to generalize the basic concepts in the classical multirate signal processing theory to graph signals. In order to investigate the required structure, we start with bipartite graphs. In [8] , bipartite graphs are shown to be useful for 2-channel filter banks where the development was based on the graph Laplacian. We observe the same when we focus on the adjacency matrix. Let A be the adjacency matrix of a directed or undirected bipartite graph in the following form
Then, it is straightforward to verify that noble identity condition in (28) is satisfied for M = 2. Furthermore one can show that T (A) = A, that is, 2-channel lazy filter bank provides perfect reconstruction on a bi-partite graph. Even though (37) considers the case of bipartite graphs with equal sized partitions, it extends to arbitrary bipartite graphs with a proper update on the size of the decimation operator. More importantly, one can also show that bi-partiteness is necessary for 2-channel lazy FB to provide perfect reconstruction [38] .
Even though bipartite graphs are in conformity with the 2-channel systems as discussed above, this relation cannot be generalized to M -channel systems on M -partite graphs. An M -partite graph is one whose vertex set can be partitioned into M subsets so that no edge has both ends in any one subset [39] . Under suitable labelling of the vertices, the adjacency matrix of an M -partite graph can be written as follows:
where (A) i,j 's have arbitrary but appropriate sizes. In particular, the diagonal blocks of the adjacency matrix of an arbitrary M -partite graph are zero. We have the following negative observations for M -partite graphs with M > 2:
1) The M -partite property is neither necessary nor sufficient for validity of the noble identity condition (28).
2) The M -partite property is in general not sufficient to ensure perfect reconstruction property of the lazy filter bank of Fig. 3(b) . All proofs, counter-examples and further details of these results can be found in [38] .
V. M -BLOCK CYCLIC GRAPHS
Contrary to intuition, the two channel filter bank results on bipartite graphs do not extend to M -channel filter banks on Mpartite graphs, as discussed in Section IV. In the following, we will show that, with more restrictive conditions on the graph, it is possible to generalize the classical multirate theory to graph signals for arbitrary M . For this purpose we define the following graph.
Definition 5 (M -block cyclic graphs):
A graph is said to be M -block cyclic if the adjacency matrix of the graph has the following form:
where each A j has arbitrary but appropriate sizes. Furthermore, such a graph is said to be balanced M -block cyclic, when A j 's have the same size, that is A j ∈ M N /M . In this case, we can write the adjacency matrix as:
where (·) i,j denotes the (i, j) th block of the adjacency matrix and δ(·) is the M -periodic discrete Dirac function, that is δ(Mj) = 1 for all integer j and zero otherwise. ♦ In the rest of the paper, when we refer to M -block cyclic graphs, we always mean balanced M -block cyclic graphs. Some of the results presented in this study can be generalized to unbalanced M -block cyclic graphs also. However, the adjacency matrix of an unbalanced M -block cyclic graph can be shown to be non-invertible and non-diagonalizable. Such a case requires a careful treatment that falls outside of the scope of this study and will be elaborated elsewhere.
For the visual representation of M -block cyclic graphs, see Fig. 9 (a) for a balanced 5-block cyclic graph of size 20. Also consider Fig. 8 to see the relation between the cyclic shift matrix in (2) and M -block cyclic matrices. We now state some properties of M -block cyclic graphs that can be readily verified:
Fact 1: If a graph is M -block cyclic, then it is M -partite, but not vice-versa.
Fact 2: A graph is 2-block cyclic if and only if it is bi-partite. Fact 3: An M -block cyclic graph is necessarily a directed graph for M > 2, hence its adjacency matrix does not have any symmetry property in terms of edge weights. Even though arbitrary M -partite graphs are not suitable for M -channel systems as discussed in Section IV, imposing more restrictions and having M -block cyclic structure in (39) provides much more freedom in terms of multirate processing on graphs, which is formally stated in the following theorem.
Theorem 4 (M -block cyclic graphs, noble identities, and lazy filter banks):
Let A be the adjacency matrix of a balanced M -block cyclic graph. Then, noble identity condition in Theorem 3 and lazy FB PR condition in (31) 
Therefore,
that is
, that is, M -channel lazy filter bank provides perfect reconstruction due to condition in (31) . Notice that this proof implicitly assumes that A is invertible. However, the result still holds true even if the adjacency matrix is not invertible as long as it is M -block cyclic. We omit these details for brevity.
VI. EIGEN-PROPERTIES OF M -BLOCK CYCLIC GRAPHS
M -block cyclic graphs have an important eigenvalueeigenvector structure that will play a key role in the development of graph filter banks. This property is as follows. 
♦ Proof: Let (λ, v) be an eigenpair of a balanced M -block cyclic graph. Assume that we have the following partitions for the eigenvector
that is,
When both sides of (48) are multiplied by w 1−i , we get Therefore wλ is also an eigenvalue with the corresponding eigenvector v = w 0 (v)
Due to definition of Ω in (45), we have the following:
hence, (wλ, Ωv) is also an eigen-pair. Iterating this argument k times, we get (w k λ, Ω k v) as an eigenpair. However notice that w M +k = w k and Ω M +k = Ω k . Therefore, starting from an eigenpair and iteratively using (49), we can produce at most M − 1 distinct eigenpairs. As a result, if (λ, v) is an eigenpair, (w k λ, Ω k v) is also an eigenpair for
This eigenvalue relation of block cyclic matrices has also been observed in earlier studies [34] , [40] [41] [42] . One immediate consequence of this eigenfamily structure of the M -block cyclic graph is that eigenvalues can be real only for M = 2. We formally state this property as follows.
Corollary 1 (Complex eigenvalues of M -block cyclic):
For M > 2, if an M -block cyclic graph has a non-zero eigenvalue, then it has at least one complex valued eigenvalue.
Proof: Let λ be a non-zero eigenvalue of an M -block cyclic graph. Then w k λ is also eigenvalue for 0 k M − 1 due to Theorem 5. Therefore for M > 2, there exists a k such that w k λ is complex valued.
It should be clear that Theorem 5 gives information about only one eigen-family and does not imply diagonalizability of the adjacency matrix in general. When A is not diagonalizable, Theorem 5 still applies to its proper eigenvectors, whereas we cannot say too much for the generalized eigenvectors coming from the Jordan chain. However, we note that a randomly generated balanced M -block cyclic matrix is diagonalizable with probability 1.
Assuming that the adjacency matrix is diagonalizable, we will use double indexing to represent the eigenvalues and the eigenvectors of M -block cyclic graphs, since they come as families of size M . That is, the eigenpair (λ i,j , v i,j ) will denote the j th eigenpair of the i th family, where 1 i N/M and 1 j M . Using this indexing scheme, with the use of Theorem 5, we have the following form:
It is important to state that this indexing scheme has a circular structure. Even though we do not explicitly indicate this fact in the notation, it should be clear that λ i,j +M = λ i,j and v i,j +M = v i,j for all i and j. This property comes from the fact that w M = 1 and Ω M = I. With this specific family structure of the eigenvalues of an M -block cyclic graph, when we talk about the eigenvalue decomposition of the adjacency matrix,
we will assume that eigenvalues and the eigenvectors are ordered as follows:
It is also important to notice that the eigenfamily structure described in (51) and (52) is unique to M -block cyclic graphs. This fact is stated in the following theorem whose proof is given in [38, Sec. I-A of the supplementary document].
Theorem 6 (Eigen-structure of M -block cyclic graphs): Let V be an invertible matrix indexed as in (55) with columns that have the property in (52). Let Λ be a diagonal matrix indexed as in (54) with diagonal entries that have the property in (51). Then A = V ΛV −1 is diagonalizable M -block cyclic graph. Conversely the adjacency matrix of a diagonalizable M -block cyclic graph always has the form A = V ΛV −1 where V and Λ are as described above. ♦ In order to enhance our motivation for M -block cyclic graphs, we would like to consider a specific case where M = 2. Due to Fact 2 in Sec. V, this is equivalent to bipartite graphs.
For bipartite graphs, we now present Theorem 7 given below. In [8] , 2-channel filter banks on bipartite graphs are developed using this result from the spectral graph theory. Note here that the Laplacian of a graph is given as L = D − A, where D is the diagonal degree matrix and the normalized Laplacian is given as 2) The spectrum of L is symmetric about 1 and the minimum and maximum eigenvalues of L are 0 and 2, respectively.
* is an eigenvector of L with eigenvalue λ, then the deformed
* is also an eigenvector of L with eigenvalue 2 − λ. ♦ Notice that Theorem 7 is valid for the normalized Laplacian of the graph. Since we work directly on the adjacency matrix rather than the Laplacian, we will not utilize this result in our development. Interestingly, Theorem 5 provides a very similar statement for the adjacency matrix of the graph when M = 2. To see this, observe the following corollary.
Corollary 2 (Bipartite as 2-block cyclic):
If λ is an eigenvalue of the adjacency matrix of an arbitrary balanced bipartite graph with the eigenvector v = [(v) *
(v) *

]
* , then −λ will be an eigenvalue of the same graph with the eigenvector
When the graph is bipartite, L and A have the same eigenvector structure even though they may have different eigenvectors. However, due to normalization by the degree matrix
, symmetric eigenvalues of L add up to 2, whereas symmetric eigenvalues of A add up to 0, which agrees with the fact that trace of A is zero when it is M -block cyclic. Notice that Corollary 2 is valid for arbitrary bipartite graphs with complex edge values whereas Theorem 7 is constrained to undirected graphs with non-negative edge weights. From this comparison we can conclude that use of A as the unit shift operator rather than L allows more general class of bipartite graphs. Furthermore, Theorem 5 generalizes this property of 2-channel systems on arbitrary bipartite graphs to M -channel systems on M -block cyclic graphs.
Due to Theorem 4 and 5, we conclude that M -block cyclic graphs defined in (39) have all the necessary properties to generalize the classical multirate theory to the graph signals.
At this point it is interesting to notice the connection to circulant graphs discussed in [18] [19] [20] . Circulant graphs do satisfy the eigenvector condition in (52). This result follows from the fact that DFT matrix diagonalizes any circulant matrix. Further, with proper permutations (relabelling of the nodes), DFT matrix satisfies the condition in (52). An example of such a permutation will be demonstrated on the directed cyclic graph, which is a circulant graph, in the following paragraph. This is very interesting because some of our theorems (Theorem 8 of this paper, Theorems 3 and 4 of [22] ) that only require the eigenvector condition are now applicable to circulant graphs. However, the eigenvalue condition of an M -block cyclic graph, (51), is not satisfied by the circulant graphs in general.
The connection to the classical cyclic graph ([13, Sec. II-C]) is also important to understand. For the classical cyclic shift matrix, the classical time domain decimator retains every M th sample (rather than the first N/M samples). But our convention for graphs is that the first N/M samples are retained. To match with our convention, we permute the vertices (i.e., change the numbering convention). This converts the classical cyclic shift matrix into an M -block cyclic matrix. 
where rows and columns are numbered as 0, 1, 2, and 3. The classical decimator retains samples 0 and 2 whereas our canonical decimator, by convention, retains 0 and 1. So we simply 
which satisfies the requirements of Theorem 1, 2, and 3 (for M = 2). In fact the above matrix is a 2-block cyclic matrix. As stated in Fact 4, this permutation is possible for any (N, M ) pair where M divides N . For a visual example with N = 12, please see Fig. 8 .
VII. CONCEPT OF SPECTRUM FOLDING AND ALIASING
In order to talk about alias-free and perfect reconstruction graph filter banks, we need to first define what aliasing is in graph signals. For this purpose we now revisit the downsample-thenupsample (DU) operation. According to our canonical definition of decimator in (9) , DU operator is given in (13) . Since DU replaces samples with zeros, it is a lossy operation and the erased samples cannot be reconstructed back from the remaining data in general. We now analyze the effect of the DU operator from the frequency domain viewpoint, and explain the spectrum folding or aliasing effect. A similar approach is presented for two-channel systems in [8] , where graph signal processing is based on the graph Laplacian. In our development the graph A is allowed to have complex edge weights and can be directed.
Using the canonical definition of the decimator in (9) and eigenvector-shift operator Ω in (45), the DU operator can be written as a sum of powers of Ω. That is,
Now consider the DU version of a graph signal x, namely
Remember that graph Fourier transform of a graph signal x is given in Definition 2. Let x and y denote the graph Fourier transform of the input and output signal of the DU system. Let G denote the frequency domain operation of the DU operator. That is, y = G x. Due to Definition 3 we have
Using (58), we can write G as follows:
In the following, we will not constrain ourselves to M -block cyclic graphs and assume that A is diagonalizable and only the eigenvectors of A satisfy (52) and let eigenvalues be arbitrary. In [22] we will discuss how this assumption on the eigenvectors can be removed by appropriately generalizing the definition of the decimator D.
Now notice that Ω is the eigenvector-shift operator for the eigenvectors satisfying (52). Therefore, Ω k V will be the column permuted version of V . Due to (52), Ω k will circularly shift each vector of an eigen-family to the left by k times. Due to our ordering convention on the eigenvectors in (55), we have the following
Notice that this permutation of the columns of V can also be written with a column permutation matrix. Therefore we have
where C M is the size M cyclic matrix defined in (2) . Using (63) and (64), the frequency domain operation G in (60) can be written as:
Since the first M powers of cyclic matrix of size M add up to matrix with all 1 entries, this response further simplifies to
where 1 M denotes the column vector of size M with all 1 entries. To be consistent with double indexing of the eigenvectors, we will stick to that scheme for the frequency components of a graph signal. That is to say,
Due to (66), we have the following relation between the graph Fourier transform of the original signal and the graph Fourier transform of the downsampled-then-upsampled signal
for all 1 i N/M . We state this result in the following theorem.
Theorem 8 (Spectrum folding in graph signals):
Let A be the adjacency matrix of a graph. Assume that A is diagonalizable and has the eigenvector structure in (52) as indexed in (55) with arbitrary eigenvalues. Let x be a signal on the graph and y = D T Dx where D is as in (9) . Then, the graph Fourier transforms of x and y are related as:
♦ Thus the DU operation results in the phenomenon described by (68) in the frequency domain. This is similar to aliasing or spectral folding because multiple frequency components of the input overlap into the same frequency component of the output. This is similar to the effect of decimation in classical signal processing [23] . From the folded spectrum (68) we cannot in general recover the original signal, which is consistent with the fact that decimation is in general a information-lossy operation. It should be remembered however that the expression (68) has been derived only for graphs A for which the eigenvectors have the restricted structure (52).
VIII. LINEAR SYSTEMS ON GRAPHS: INTERCONNECTION BETWEEN SHIFT INVARIANCE, ALIAS-FREE PROPERTY, AND POLYNOMIAL PROPERTY
The above notion of aliasing or spectrum folding due to the DU operator on a graph can be generalized. Thus consider any system S defined on a diagonalizable graph A, producing output y = S(x) in response to an input x. Let x and y denote the graph Fourier transforms of x and y. We say that the system S is alias-free if each component of y is determined by the corresponding component of x, i.e., y i = g i ( x i ). In other words, there is no interference between Fourier components. For the special case of linear systems on the graph A, this reduces to y i = α i x i , where α i is analogous to frequency response.
In classical signal processing, it is well known that linear shift invariant systems are automatically alias-free. For the case of graph signals this equivalence is not always true as we shall elaborate. It was proved in [5] that shift invariance of a linear system on a graph A is equivalent to the statement that the system H be a polynomial (under some conditions, see Theorem 9 below). In this section we will see that the shift invariance, alias-free property, and polynomial property do not imply each other in general. Their inter relationship depends on whether the graph A has distinct eigenvalues or not. These results are elaborated in Theorems 10 and 11, which we shall prove in this section. For clarity we begin with the following formal definitions.
Definition 6 (Shift-invariant filters [5] ): Let A be the adjacency matrix of a graph. Let H be a linear system on the graph. It is said that H is shift-invariant if it commutes with A, that is, AH = HA. ♦ Definition 7 (Alias-free filters): Let the graph be such that A is diagonalizable, i.e., A = V ΛV −1 for some diagonal Λ and invertible V . Let H be a linear system on A with frequency domain operation H = V −1 HV . We say H is a alias-free filter on graph A if H is a diagonal matrix. In this case H is called the frequency response of the filter H. ♦ A polynomial filter is always shift invariant because
But in general the converse is not true. The following result was proved in [5] Notice that H(Λ) = V −1 HV is the frequency domain operation of the system, which is a polynomial of a diagonal matrix. Therefore the overall frequency domain operation is a diagonal matrix, hence it is alias-free.
2) Let A = V ΛV −1 be the eigenvalue decomposition of A. Assume that H is alias-free. Then it can be written as H = V ZV −1 for a diagonal Z due to Definition 7. Then, we have HA = V ZΛV −1 = V ΛZV −1 = AH since diagonal matrices commute. Hence, H is shift-invariant.
Theorem 11 (Linear systems on graphs with distinct eigenvalues): Let H be a linear system on the graph A. Assume A has distinct eigenvalues (so that it is, in particular, diagonalizable). Then the following statements are equivalent:
1) H is a polynomial in A.
2) H is alias-free.
3) H is shift invariant. ♦ Proof: Since A is diagonalizable, it follows from Theorem 10 that (1) implies (2) and (2) 
implies (3).
We now prove that (3) implies (2): Assume H is shift invariant, that is, AH = HA. Since A has distinct eigenvalues, this implies the following: H is also diagonalizable; A and H are simultaneously diagonalizable. (These two claims follows from [33, Problem 13 on p. 56]). But since A has distinct eigenvalues, V is its only diagonalizing matrix (up to a permutation and scaling of columns). So, V in particular, diagonalizes H, which (by Definition 7) shows that H is alias-free.
We finally prove that (2) implies (1): Assume H is alias-free, that is, V −1 HV = Z is a diagonal matrix with N diagonal elements z i . Since the eigenvalues λ i , 1 i N of A are distinct, we can always find a set of N numbers h i such that the following holds:
This is because the matrix on the left, being Vandermonde with distinct λ i , is invertible. Thus, there exists a polynomial
In matrix notation we can rewrite this as H(Λ) = Z, or
or equivalently N −1 k =0 h k A k = H, which proves that H is a polynomial in A.
According to Definition 1 and 6, we can talk about polynomial and shift-invariant filters on a graph with an arbitrary adjacency matrix. However, the definition of alias-free filters is exclusive to graphs with diagonalizable adjacency matrices. We intentionally exclude the graphs with non-diagonalizable adjacency matrices due to following reasons. In [13] , authors use total variation to quantify the notion of frequency in the graph signals. When the adjacency matrix is not diagonalizable, total variation of a generalized eigenvector inherently depends on the next generalized eigenvector in the Jordan chain that makes it difficult to interpret. Furthermore, when the adjacency matrix is not diagonalizable, even the unit shift element, A, has a non-diagonal frequency domain operation. Hence, relation between the polynomial filtering and aliasing in the case of non-diagonalizable adjacency matrices is out of the scope of this work and deserves an independent study.
In the following we will provide three examples to demonstrate the necessity of distinct eigenvalues for the equivalence of the above mentioned three properties. Let A = V ΛV −1 be the eigenvalue decomposition of the graph as in (6).
1) Let H be an alias-free filter: H = V ZV −1 where Z is a diagonal matrix with distinct diagonal entries z i such that z i = z j for i = j. Let λ be a repeated eigenvalue of A with algebraic multiplicity 2. In order to represent H as a polynomial, we need to find a polynomial H(·) such that H(λ) = z i and H(λ) = z j for some i = j. Since z i 's are distinct, such a function does not exist. Hence, H is alias-free but not polynomial in A. 2) Let λ be an eigenvalue of A with algebraic multiplicity m [33] . Assume m > 1. Hence, A has repeated eigenvalues. Then we can write Λ as follows (by ordering the eigenvectors):
Let H be such that H = V ZV −1 with Z is as in (73) where Z 2 is a diagonal but Z 1 is a non-diagonalizable square matrix of size m. Notice that Λ and Z commute. Hence, A and H commute, that is, H is shift invariant on the graph. But Z, which is the frequency domain operation of H, is not diagonal since m > 1 and Z 1 is non-diagonalizable. As a result, H is shift-invariant but not alias-free. 3) Consider the construction in the previous example (73).
Since Λ is a diagonal matrix, any polynomial of Λ will be diagonal. That is, no polynomial of Λ is equal to non-diagonal Z. Hence, H is shift-invariant but not polynomial. Notice that Theorem 9 applies to any graph whether its adjacency matrix is diagonalizable or not. In the case of diagonalizable matrices, the minimal polynomial is equal to characteristic polynomial if and only if the matrix has distinct eigenvalues [33] . Fig. 10 schematically shows the relation between Fig. 10 . Relations between the alias-free, shift invariant and polynomial graph filters. Implications shown with solid lines exist for diagonalizable adjacency matrices whereas broken lines further require all eigenvalues to be distinct. In fact, polynomial filters imply shift invariance even if the adjacency matrix is not diagonalizable.
shift-invariance, alias-free property, and polynomial property of a linear system on a graph.
When the adjacency matrix is the directed cycle C N , graph signal processing reduces to the classical theory [5] . Since C N has distinct eigenvalues in the form of e −j 2π k/N for 0 k N − 1, polynomial, alias-free and time-invariant filters are equivalent to each other. Therefore, relations in Fig. 10 are consistent with classical signal processing theory but show that our understanding of these properties do not extend to graph case trivially.
IX. CONCLUSION
In this paper we first developed fundamental blocks for multirate signal processing on graphs by drawing a parallel with classical multirate systems. We started with the canonical definition of the decimator and identified the corresponding expander. We then defined noble identities for graph multirate DSP. Contrary to the classical case, we showed that a certain structure needs to be imposed on the graph to establish these identities. We then studied some graphs that satisfy the conditions and defined Mblock cyclic graphs in this context. The unique eigenstructure of such graphs was also shown, and the concept of spectrum folding in such graphs was thereby established. Finally we showed that alias-free systems, polynomial systems, and shift-invariant systems on graphs do not imply each other for arbitrary graphs, and established conditions under which these three concepts are equivalent. In the companion paper [22] , we will build upon these results to develop M -channel filter banks on graphs, and study the alias cancellation and perfect reconstruction properties in such graph filter banks.
